
 

 

 

 

Tribe  

-In Tribe; please go over building and Covid expectations daily.   

-Responsibility for everyone to do their part regarding daily protocols and social distancing.  

-Use of face coverings, keep hands off each other, social distancing, use of hand sanitizer, and 
hand washing.   
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Building Arrival 
 

-All students utilize sanitizer upon entry to the building and if desired pick up a grab and go breakfast 
from the cafeteria.             
    
-They will then go directly to their lockers and their assigned Tribe classroom where they may eat their 
breakfast.  No students will eat breakfast in the café.        
     
-Teachers will need to give students passes to the rest room, library, office, nurse, or to another 
teacher during the hourly schedule of the school day.  No student should be in the hallway without a 
pass.  Limit time out of class to only necessary reasons. 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 Classroom Protocol     
   

-Classrooms; spacing at least 3 ft apart; dividers where needed.  Review building and Covid 
expectations hourly. 

-Use of hand sanitizer when entering and exiting the classroom and immediately go to 
assigned seat; keep hands off each other.   

-Use of assigned seating; please date and keep copies of seating chart for contact tracing. 

-Have a breathable location in room if possible.   

-All students will wear a face mask of some kind.  It is defiance if they refuse to wear one 
after being reminded to do so.  They should be sent to Dr. Johler if they, after multiple 
requests will not comply.                                    
                                                                                                                                                                
-Use of community supplies in the classroom should be minimized; our goal is to make it as 
individualized as possible.  If you have questions, please do not hesitate to ask.  

 

Hallways 
 

-Hallways; students should go straight to their next class unless they are going to their locker 
at one of the designated times (See suggested schedule below).   

-Practice social distancing; there will be dots in the floor and signage throughout the hallways.  

-Masks must be worn in the hallways during passing times.      

1. All students will go to their lockers upon entry to school 

2. Any student who has a PE class can go to their locker right before their class, so we do not have 
books and such in the PE hallway 

3. All students will report to their next hour class before going to the bathroom and their teacher 
will give them a bathroom pass. 

4. Students can go to their lockers when they are dismissed to A, B, and C lunch shifts.  A-lunch 
students will go to their lockers on their way to lunch; B-lunch students will go to their lockers on 
the way to their lunch period; and C-lunch students will go to their lockers on their way to lunch 
so that everyone will dismiss straight to 6th hour with no one going to their lockers. (exception 
would be PE/Ath. Dev. students on their way to gym 6th hour) 

5. All students riding a bus can go to their lockers after 7th hour and take their backpacks to their 
8th hour class for bus dismissal.  Lockers should be by their 8th hour class. 



Bathrooms/Bottle Fillers 

 

-NO use of bathroom during passing time until a student receives a pass from their teacher.   

-Bathrooms; students will be given a pass from their teacher.  Students waiting in line to go to 
the bathroom need to utilize the designated dots on the floor for social distancing/spacing.    

-No more than 3 students in a bathroom at a time.  If there are 3 students in a bathroom, the 
next student should wait on a designated dot just outside of the bathroom.   
                         
-Water fountains are designated for filling up bottles only; students will be given a pass from 
their teacher.  Students waiting in line to fill a bottle need to utilize the designated dots on the 
floor for social distancing/spacing.  

 

Lunches 

 

-Lunches; students will go to their lockers to put their supplies away and report to their 
designated lunch.  (A, B, or C) Students will sit at a table on the dots and wait to be dismissed 
to get in line for lunch.   

-Students will wait in line on the designated dots coming out of lunch line.  Students will be 
dismissed by table at the end of lunch to return to class.   

-Tables will be cleaned and free of trash prior to students being dismissed from their tables to 
go to class.  Tables will also be numbered, and students will sit in assigned numbers daily. 

 

Bus Dismissal 

 

-Bus dismissal; All students will be dismissed by run and by bus number.   

-Students should go straight to their bus upon dismissal.   

-If we have overflow from parent pick up the students will wait in the café at a table on one of 
the designated dots.  

 

 

 



Virtual Learning 

 

-Virtual class expectations; teachers will make initial contact with all their virtual students to 
provide an introduction, class expectations and procedures, zoom link, and email contact 
information.  Schedule introduction zoom on 8/25 and/or 8/26. 

-Students are expected to zoom in to their classes during the designated times scheduled.  
This is how attendance will be taken.        

 

 

Miscellaneous 

 

-Choir/Band; use of face shields, spacing, and other protocol as directed from the teacher.  

-Athletic Development classes will dress out 10 students at a time in each locker room.  
Traditional PE course will not dress out first semester.  Appropriate footwear will be required.  
Walking will be allowed for students unable to participate in activities.  Social distancing will 
be required.           

-Do your best to limit students being sent to the nurse.  Use a pass when sending a student to 
the nurse.  She will provide you with band aids, and cough drops, to address minor needs in 
the classroom.       

-We all must model the behaviors we desire from our students which includes differing 
beliefs and respecting everyone regarding making this a safe and educational environment 
for all who enter Riverbend! 

 


